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ABSTRACT The effects of cholesterol
on the dynamics of cholestane spin
probe (CSL) in various phosphatidyl-
choline-cholesterol mixed model
membranes are examined. The lateral
diffusion, D of CSL in DMPC/POPC/
cholesterol ternary mixtures, is mea-
sured utilizing an improved dynamic
imaging electron spin resonance meth-
od. It shows a factor of two decrease
at 10 mol % and 250C, whereas it
shows only a 40% decrease at 50 mol
% and 500C. A comparison with results
in POPC/cholesterol mixtures, which

show a stronger effect of cholesterol
on D, indicates that acyl chain unsatu-
ration leads to stronger self association
of cholesterol in PC model membranes.
An S2sL dependence of the activation
energy for D, has been confirmed for
the DMPC/POPC/cholesterol mix-
tures. Here SCSL is the order parameter
for CSL. A similar correlation of RI, the
perpendicular component of the rota-
tional diffusion coefficient, with SCSL,
which is true for all three mixtures
(DMPC/cholesterol, POPC/cholester-
ol, and DMPC/POPC/cholesterol) we

have studied, is also found. These are
associated with the effects of en-
hanced local ordering on the free vol-
ume needed for translation and re-
orientation. Such correlations of
dynamic properties D and R1 with the
thermodynamic quantity S, as well as
the consistent interpretations of the
effect of acyl chain unsaturation on the
dynamics in terms of the activity coeffi-
cients, strongly emphasize the interre-
lation between the dynamic structure
and the thermodynamics of the PC/
cholesterol mixtures.

INTRODUCTION

The dynamics of binary mixtures of phosphatidylcholines
(PC) and cholesterol has been studied extensively. The
results have been quite diverse depending upon the type of
PC used (e.g., saturated acyl chain PC and/or unsatu-
rated acyl chain PC) as well as the type of molecular
probe used (phospholipid type or sterol type).
The dynamics of phospholipid-type molecular probes,

which are believed to report on the phospholipid mole-
cules, have been studied in saturated PC (e.g., DMPC or

DPPC) and cholesterol mixtures. It was observed that the
lateral diffusion coefficient (D) of a fluorescence probe
(NBD-PE) does not change until the cholesterol concen-

tration reaches -10 mol %, whereas above 10 mol %, D
starts to decrease to an asymptotic value of about a factor
of three less than in pure saturated PC model membranes
(Rubenstein et al., 1979). The rotational mobility of PC
type probes and stearic acid spin probes was found to
decrease with increase of cholesterol (Recktenwald and
McConnell, 1981; Kusumi et al., 1986).
To study cholesterol in binary mixtures, cholestane

spin probe (CSL) has been widely used. It is observed that
as the cholesterol concentration is increased, there is a

decrease in rotational mobility of CSL and an increase in
its ordering in saturated PC and cholesterol mixtures in
the liquid crystalline state (Presti and Chan, 1982; Kar et
al., 1985; Kusumi et al., 1986). The lateral diffusion of
sterol type molecular probes is not well known. The result

obtained by the "fluorescence recovery after photobleach-
ing" method (FRAP) is that a sterol type fluorescence
probe, which is structurally somewhat dissimilar to cho-
lesterol because of a bulky fluorescent functional group,
behaves identically to NBD-PE in the mixtures (Alecio et
al., 1982).
Summarizing these results, the translational diffusion

and the rotational mobility of both solvent and solute in
saturated PC and cholesterol binary solution decrease
with an increase of cholesterol. Also, both solute and
solvent molecules become more ordered.
The existence of unsaturation in acyl chains of PC

molecules, however, introduces a large discrepancy in the
cholesterol effect. It was shown that the PC lateral
diffusion in unsaturated PC model membranes (POPC
and DOPC) was not affected by the presence of choles-
terol over an extended concentration range (Lindblom et
al., 1981). This was confirmed by the results on NBD-PE
diffusion in DOPC and cholesterol mixtures (Kusumi et
al., 1986) and by the results of 16-PC spin probe diffusion
in POPC and cholesterol mixtures (Shin and Freed,
1989a). The rotational motion and ordering of PC type
probes also shows only a slight effect from cholesterol
(Merkle et al., 1987; Shin and Freed, 1989).
Whereas the dynamics of the PC type probes are

almost independent of cholesterol in unsaturated PC
membranes, CSL undergoes a significant change in its
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dynamics by the addition of cholesterol. The lateral
diffusion of the cholesterol analogue spin probe CSL has
been extensively studied in POPC/cholesterol mixtures in
the liquid crystalline state (Shin and Freed, 1989a). The
lateral diffusion coefficient of CSL decreases by a factor
of four even at 10 mol % of cholesterol compared with the
value at 0 mol %. Also the rotational diffusion coefficient
is about one order of magnitude less at 30 mol %. The
ordering of CSL increases abruptly and a tendency
toward saturation of the ordering was observed around 10

mol %.
It appears that these results may be summarized by the

statement that the dynamics of cholesterol is greatly
influenced by varying the concentration of cholesterol,
whereas the dynamics of unsaturated PC molecules is
hardly affected in the unsaturated PC/cholesterol mix-
tures.

Although much information has been accumulated so

far concerning the effect of cholesterol on the dynamic
properties of PC model membranes, the interpretation
lacked unifying principles. One deficiency has in our

estimation been a lack of comparison between the
dynamics and the thermodynamic properties of the mix-
tures (e.g., activity coefficients). The activities in the
model membrane mixtures are not easily obtainable with
existing experimental techniques. We have developed a

simple way of estimating the activity coefficient of each
component by considering the thermodynamic nature of
the orientational order parameter S of each component
(Shin and Freed, 1989a).

In our previous paper (Shin and Freed, 1989a), we

attempted to explain the dramatic differences in the
dynamics of solute and solvent in POPC/cholesterol
mixtures in terms of thermodynamic properties. We
found simple correlations of D and R, with S. We also
found universal behavior for S vs. a scaled temperature
for both CSL and 16-PC spin probes, which showed that
the disorder parameter, (1 - S) can be considered equiv-
alent to a scaled temperature. Such correlations and the
universality in S were interpreted as a consequence of
simple nonideal solution behavior. Furthermore, it was

shown that the profound effect of cholesterol on DCSL and
RCSL and the very small effect of cholesterol on D16-PC
and R16-PC were consistent with the behavior of the
activity coefficients y. (That is, ychol decreases by a factor
of five when the cholesterol mole fraction x is increased
from 0 to 0.3, whereas ypc increases only 13% upon x

increasing from 0 to 0.2.) This not only verifies the simple
nonideal solution nature of POPC/cholesterol mixtures,
but also emphasizes consistency in the dynamic structure
and the thermodynamics.
We intend in the present work to extend our study to

various PC/cholesterol mixtures to verify if our model of
the dynamic structure is consistent with the overall ther-

modynamic picture (Shin & Freed, 1989b). We also wish
to determine whether general correlations of the dynamic
properties D and R with the thermodynamic property S,
would be applicable to all PC/cholesterol mixtures. We
have already reported on the effect of acyl chain unsatu-
ration on S (Shin and Freed, 1989b), and in the present
study we also wish to clarify the effects on the dynamics
caused by acyl chain unsaturation.

There have been a few studies concerning cholesterol
affinity to a certain type of phosphatidylcholine in multi-
component PC mixtures (Verkleij elt al., 1974; De Kruyff
et al., 1974). It was shown that cholesterol interacts
preferentially with unsaturated PC in unsaturated PC/
saturated PC mixtures when the saturated PC passed
from liquid crystalline state to gel state upon lowering the
temperature (Verkleij et al., 1974). On the other hand, it
has been shown that acyl chain unsaturation leads to
stronger self association of cholesterol in the liquid crys-
talline state above 350C (Shin and Freed, 1989b)
We utilized an improved method of analysis in deter-

mining the lateral diffusion coefficient by the electron
spin resonance (ESR) imaging technique (Moscicki et al.,
1989 and 1990). The influence of experimental noise
present in the analysis in Fourier transform (or k-space)
is better understood as a result. Consequently the accu-

racy and the reliability of the diffusion measurement is
significantly improved.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Materials
l-Palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-phosphatidylcholine (POPC) and 1,2-
dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-phosphatidylcholine (DMPC) were purchased
from Avanti Polar Lipids Inc. (Birmingham, AL) and were used without
further purification. Cholesterol was obtained from Sigma Chemical
Co. (St. Louis, MO) and recrystallized in ethanol. The 3-doxyl deriva-
tive of cholestan-3-one (CSL) was purchased from Syvar Co. (Palo
Alto, CA).

Sample preparation
The two basic requirements for a good sample in our ESR imaging
experiment are: (a) the spin probe distribution is localized at the middle
of the sample; (b) the sample is a well-aligned homeotropic monodomain
of lipid multilayers. The minimum experimental time required to
successfully measure the diffusion coefficient D is determined by the
equation (Moscicki et al., 1989a and b)

62 + (A/IB)2 1 + InE

D EIne-2

where a is the initial width of the concentration profile, A is the linewidth
of the ESR spectrum, B' is the linear magnetic field gradient, and e the
signal-to-noise ratio in Fourier transform, or k-space (cf. Data Analy-
sis). Thus, one has to prepare a sample of narrow initial spin probe
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distribution. To prepare samples satisfying such requirements, we

followed the modified evaporation-compression technique explained in
our previous work (Cleary et al., 1988). It is based on the hydration-
evaporation technique (Jost and Griffith, 1973) and the compression
alignment technique of Tanaka and Freed (1984). For details of the
procedures and characterization methods see Tanaka and Freed (1984)
and Cleary et al. (1988). The spin probe concentration of the CSL was

0.75 mol % at which the ESR spectrum does not show any lineshape
broadening due to Heisenberg spin exchange. The water content of the
sample was determined by weighing after the ESR measurement. The
DMPC/POPC/cholesterol land DMPC/cholesterol samples were

found to have - 17% water by weight.

Instrumental aspects and
data collection
A model E- 12 spectrometer (Varian Associates, Inc., Palo Alto, Ca) was

used for the experiments. The spectra were taken in the first derivative
mode with 100 kHz field modulation, with a microwave power of -8
mW, and with a modulation amplitude -1 G. A pair of figure-eight
gradient coils purchased from George Associates (Berkeley, CA), which
produced a linear field gradient of 50 G/cm at 6.0 A current, were used
(Moscicki et al., 1989). A standard nitrogen flowing temperature
control unit (Bruker Instruments, Inc., Billerica, MA) was used to
regulate the sample temperature. Temperature control and variation
was achieved by using an 1 1-mm OD single-wall quartz dewar and by
monitoring the temperature with a thermocouple inserted inside the
dewar from the bottom. The temperature was controlled to ±0.50C
accuracy. The temperature of the sample was raised 10°C between
successive temperature runs. Data were collected on a Leading Edge
Inc. (Canton, MA) model D PC interfaced to an HP3457 multimeter
(Hewlett-Packard Co., Loveland, CO). All spectra were digitized to
1,024 points, had 100-G sweep widths, and 60-s sweep times. A
gradient-off spectrum was taken after -20 gradient-on spectra were

recorded at a fixed temperature. The experimental time was -2 h. Each
sample was used for four different temperatures ranging from 250 to
550C.

Data analysis
Dynamic imaging of diffusion by electron
spin resonance
When one prepares a sample with an inhomogeneous distribution of spin
probes along a given direction, the distribution tends toward homogene-
ity by translational diffusion. The time variation of the concentration
C(x,t) is expressed by the diffusion equation,

OC(x, t) =Da2C(X, t) (2)

O9t aX2

where D is the diffusion coefficient. If one knows the distribution for at
least two different times, one is able to calculate the diffusion coefficient
from Eq. 2 (Hornak et al., 1986). The ESR imaging method provides a

way of measuring the concentration profile along a given direction by
the aid of a magnetic field gradient. It has been demonstrated that the
method is greatly improved by studying the change of concentration
profile with time in the spatial Fourier transform or k-space. The one

dimensional diffusion equation in k-space is given by (Cleary et al.,
1988; Moscicki et al., 1989a):

In IC(k, ti)I - In |C(k, tj)I= -47r2Dk2Atij, (3)

where A/j is the time difference between two measurements. The

concentration profile is obtained in k-space utilizing the Fourier convo-

lution theorem:

C(k, ti) Ig(k, ti)
Io(k)

(4)

where Ig(k, t,) is the Fourier transformed gradient-on spectrum at time
t, and 10(k) is a Fourier transformed gradient-off spectrum.

Samples that are well approximated as having a gaussian concentra-
tion profile were used in our previous work (Cleary et al., 1988; Shin and
Freed, 1989a). In such cases, the diffusion coefficient was obtained in
two steps: (a) the width of the gaussian profile was calculated by
plotting ln C(k, ti) vs. k2; (b) the width was plotted vs. time ti. In reality,
it is not so easy to prepare a sample which has a gaussian spin probe
distribution. For samples which have an arbitrary concentration profile,
the analysis can be performed by "pairing" the profiles at different
instances of time (Cleary et al., 1988).
A weakness, up to now, in the analysis of experimental data in k-space

is the difficulty in locating the range of k modes that provides accurate
data on the diffusion coefficient. For example, we have shown by
computer simulation that the difference expressed by the left-hand side
of Eq. 3 for two gaussians with different width was completely corrupted
by computational round-off error at high k, demonstrating the existence
of an upper bound in the useful k modes (Moscicki et al., 1989). More
relevant, the experimental noise present in the ESR spectrum is a crucial
factor limiting the range of useful k modes.

Given two concentration profiles obtained at different times, Eq. 3
and Eq. 4 yield:

In Ig(k, ti)I 4r2Dk'Atij
IIg(k, tj)i "

(5)

where Io(k) factors out. Consequently, the gradient-off spectrum is not
necessary in obtaining D (whereas it is still necessary for obtaining
rotational diffusion coefficients and order parameters by the usual ESR
spectral simulations). The elimination of the division by the gradient-off
spectrum, with its finite noise, enhances the accuracy of the resulting
D.
The experimental noise is a crucial constraint limiting the range of

useful k modes. Eq. 5 tells us that the higher k modes are more

significantly affected by the diffusion due to the k2 dependence. Suppose
the change of the gradient-on ESR spectrum during the time interval
Atij is small, then the left-hand side of Eq. 5 can be expanded in a Taylor
series:

In
Ig(k, tj)l AI(k, Atij)
lIg(k, ti)l II8 (k, ti)l ' (6)

where AI(k, Atij) is the difference of the amplitudes of the two spectra
at times t, and tj. One notes from Eq. 6 that AI should be at least of the
order of the experimental noise for a given k mode to be useful:

(7)
AI(k, Atij)
Ig(k, ti)

where a = e-1 is the k-dependent inverse of the signal-to-noise ratio
( 1 /[Sn/N]). (We define the signal in Fourier-transformed k-space
as Sn = fIg() dt, where t is the real space variable [in units of gauss].
We note that Sn is time independent, representing a constant number of
spins in the sample. The noise N is defined as: N -I fN() exp

(-2irikO) dd where N(Q) is the real space random noise. Because we

assume the instrumental noise to be just white noise, N is constant for all
k modes.) Therefore, the lower limit of useful k modes (call it kLB) is
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determined at the point where the difference in the magnitude in the two
paired spectra starts to overcome the experimental noise.
As we pointed out above, the amplitude of the Fourier-transformed

ESR spectrum does decrease with increase of k. Obviously the ampli-
tude will be lower than the noise level at sufficiently high k. The upper
bound of useful k modes may be set at the point where the amplitude is
approximately equal to that of the noise.

IIg(kUB, t)l
|Ig(o, t)l (8)

The applied magnetic field gradient is an external source of inhomoge-
neous broadening of the ESR spectrum. The stronger the magnetic field
gradient for a given concentration profile, the lower will be kUB, and vice
versa. A basic requirement for a successful measurement of diffusion is,
of course, kLB ' kuB.
So far, we have described qualitatively the influence of experimental

noise on the analysis in k-space. The rigorous quantitative description
and the estimations of optimum experimental conditions are presented
elsewhere (Moscicki et al., 1989 and 1990).
The error for each k mode can be monitored by analyzing the data in

two steps. First, the diffusion coefficient for each pair is calculated by
plotting In |I,(k, ti)/J,(k, t')j (cf. Eq. 5) with respect to k2Atij for
arbitrarily fixed k.m,, (i.e., the k modes less than k,. are taken into
account). Second, the first step is repeated for a range of values for k.,
and D(k,,) is obtained by averaging the values from all time pairs for
each k,,,1. Fig. 1 shows how D(k.,,) goes through a plateau over a

limited range of k modes (for which kLB - k ' kuB). It also shows that
the plateau region corresponds to the minimum rms deviation in the
calculated diffusion coefficients at a given k . Therefore, one can

objectively choose the D at the plateau region as a reliable diffusion
coefficient.
The results of DCSL for DMPC/POPC/cholesterol listed in Table I

have been obtained by the "pairing technique" described so far. At the
same time we have analyzed the data by the method which may be
favorable for a gaussian concentration profile (Shin and Freed, 1989a)
for the samples in which the concentration profile is still well approxi-

xo

0

10.0 15.0 20.0 25.0 30.0 35.0 40.0 45.0 50.0

kmax

mated by a Gaussian. This analysis gives the same D values as those
from the "pairing technique" within experimental errors.
We note that even though the diffusion coefficient is measured from

the time evolution of the concentration profile, it is a tracer diffusion
coefficient (self diffusion of tracer molecule) rather than a mutual
diffusion coefficient, because the concentration of spin probes is kept so
low that the spatial chemical potential gradient is negligible. We shall
assume that the spin-labeled sterol (CSL) properly displays the diffusive
properties of cholesterol (Shin and Freed, 1989a).

Nonlinear least square
spectral simulation
During the course of each experiment we collected the gradient-off
spectra. They were analyzed to obtain the ordering and rotational
dynamics utilizing ESR spectral simulation methods (Freed, 1976;
Meirovitch et al., 1982; Schneider and Freed, 1989). The ESR simula-
tions were performed utilizing nonlinear least square fitting to obtain
the optimum parameters (Crepeau et al., 1987; Shin and Freed, 1989a).
For CSL spin probe, we followed the axis system conventions described
elsewhere (Tanaka and Freed, 1984; Meirovitch and Freed, 1984).
The potential U(Ql) determining the orientational distribution of the

spin probe molecules around the ordering axis in the uniaxially ordered
lipid multilayers can be expanded in a series of Wigner rotation matrix
elements D'M(Q), e.g.,

-U(Q)/R XD'
(Q")

(g) D22(20)] * *

where 9? is the universal gas constant and Q represents the Euler angles
specifying the relative orientation between the principal rotational
diffusion axis (it is assumed to coincide with the molecular long axis)
and the ordering axis. The values of the magnetic tensor A used were

Ar 33.8 G, Ax- 5.6 G, and Ay.. 5.3 G for CSL. Those of g were

g%- - 2.0081, gy- - 2.0061, and gj- = 2.0024 (Korstanje et al., 1989).
One can specify the angle (I) between the ordering axis and the applied
magnetic field (Ho). All spectra ofCSL that were simulated had 00,
which was chosen to minimize the spectral linewidths, thereby enhanc-
ing resolution in the imaging experiments.
The first step in the nonlinear least square simulation was to choose

reasonable starting values of the four parameters, X, p, the perpendicular
rotational diffusion coefficient (R1), and the rotational diffusion aniso-
tropy N - (R±/R1). With the Q - 0 configuration the spectral shape is
sensitive mainly to perpendicular rotational diffusion coefficient and
rather insensitive to rotational diffusion anisotropy N as pointed out in
our previous work (Shin and Freed, 1989a). Thus, in the simulation we
fixed N(-RII/R) to 20 for 0 and 5 mol % cholesterol, 50 for 10 mol %,
and 100 for >10 mol %. These are average values of N giving the
minimum x2 for all temperatures at a given composition.
The fitting process was iterated by a Marquard-Levenberg algorithm

until a minimum in the least squares was achieved. To insure that the
global minimum was obtained, and to guard against spurious local
minima, we restarted the algorithm several times with a range of
different seed values. The orientational order parameter of CSL SCSL
may be obtained by integrating (Shin and Freed, 1989a)

S = (D 2 (Q) ) = fD 2 (Q) exp (.T) dQo

If exp(-ST) dQ, (10)

whereD2 (Q) = I/2(3COS2 1 ).
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FIGURE 1 Plot of D(k,,,.a) vs. k,,,.,(cm-') for DMPC/POPC/choles-
terol mixture with xch - 0.215 at 34.40C. Error bars correspond to the
standard deviation of the average of D values obtained from nine pairs.
Experimental time is -2 h. D is 1.88 ± 0.26 x 10-1 cm2s-'. The useful
range of k modes is from 25 to 37.
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RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

We obtained the lateral diffusion coefficient DCSL, order
parameter SCSL, and rotational diffusion coefficient R, of
CSL spin probe in DMPC/POPC/cholesterol ternary
mixtures for six different compositions of cholesterol, 0,
5.2, 9.9, 21.5, 35.4, and 50 mol %, cf. Table 1. The
equimolar mixture of DMPC and POPC was used as the
solvent. We also obtained SCSL and R, in DMPC/
cholesterol binary mixtures for the same compositions as
the ternary mixtures (except for 50 mol %), cf. Table 2.

TABLE
1

Data for CSL spin probe In

DMPC/POPC/cholesterol

T D S A p R, N

107s'I
0 mol % cholesterol (x = 0.0)

2.98 ± 0.16 0.685 3.78 0.67
3.77 ± 0.26 0.643 3.35 0.51
5.65 ± 0.27 0.612 3.09 0.46
7.33 ± 0.31 0.586 2.91 0.48

5.2 mol % cholesterol (x - 0.052)
2.37 ± 0.20 0.758 4.66 0.75
3.88 ± 0.16 0.705 3.92 0.54
5.43 ± 0.28 0.669 3.54 0.40
7.30 ± 0.33 0.65 1 3.36 0.35

9.9 mol % cholesterol (x - 0.099)
1.44 ±0.12 0.831 6.41 1.40
2.89 ± 0.35 0.791 5.29 1.21
4.32 ± 0.18 0.754 4.60 1.04
6.12 ± 0.78 0.727 4.20 0.88

21.5 mol % cholesterol (x =0.215)
1.23 ± 0.26 0.861 8.24 2.68
1.88 ± 0.26 0.844 7.21 1.92
3.20 ± 0.41 0.820 6.34 1.62
5.76 ± 0.55 0.806 5.80 1.12

35.4 mol % cholesterol (x =0.354)
1.13 ± 0.25 0.896 10.9 3.78
1.01 ± 0.23 0.904 11.0 1.62
1.05 ± 0.10 0.901 10.6 1.63
1.01 ± 0.17 0.902 10.7 1.44
1.40 ± 0.11 0.892 9.89 1.66
1.53 ± 0.15 0.898 10.5 1.91
1.53 ± 0.20 0.895 10.0 1.13
1.66 ±0.14 0.885 9.28 1.60
3.07 ± 0.24 0.879 8.91 1.77
4.05 ± 0.24 0.875 8.55 1.34
6.31 ± 0.40 0.865 7.72 0.99

50.6 mol % cholesterol (x -0.506)
1.10 ±0.10 0.915 12.2 1.02
1.27 ± 0.11 0.905 11.0 1.50
2.39 ± 0.19 0.905 10.9 0.31
4.62 ± 0.53 0.893 9.80 0.77

0.63
1.07
1.37
1.53

0.52
0.81
1.00
1.10

0.23
0.40
0.57
0.71

0.14
0.22
0.28
0.40

0.10
0.10
0.12
0.10
0.13
0.13
0.13
0.15
0.17
0.17
0.25

0.09
0.10
0.12
0.13

50

100

100

100

The results of our previous study in POPC/cholesterol
mixtures were also utilized for the analysis.

Lateral diffusion in the
DMPC/POPC /cholesterol
ternary mixtures
The variation of DCSL VS. mole fraction of cholesterol, x at
the different temperatures is shown in Fig. 2. It is noticed
that in general DCSL decreases in the presence of choles-
terol as is the case for POPC/cholesterol mixtures (Shin
and Freed, 1 989a). DCSL decreases by factors of two at 9.9
mol % and 240C, but it decreases by only 40% at even 50
mol% and 550C, showing a gradual weakening of the
cholesterol effect on DCSL upon warming. We observe that
the decrease of DcSL iS far more prominent below 10 mol
% and the further addition of cholesterol is less effective
in reducing DCSL.
The temperature dependence of DcSL at different com-

positions is shown in Fig. 3. An interesting feature is that
the plots of In DCSL vs. T` deviate from linearity for all
compositions of cholesterol. The average activation
energy of lateral diffusion at 0 mol % is 5.2 Kcal/mol.
The curvature of In DCSL (X = 0.05, T) vs. T` is convex
upward. At 9.9 mol % the deviation from Arrhenius
behavior is even greater. Surprisingly, the nature of the
deviation at low concentrations of cholesterol (5 and 10
mol %) is reversed when it is more than 20 mol %: e.g.,

TABLE 2 Data for CSL spin probe In DMPC/cholesterol

T S A p R N

IC 106~~~~~~~~OS-
0 mol % cholesterol (x - 0.0)

34.4 0.675 3.67 0.60 8.87 20
45.0 0.640 3.35 0.60 17.6
55.1 0.615 3.13 0.51 24.4

5.2 mol % cholesterol (x - 0.052)
34.4 0.749 4.78 1.29 3.91 20
45.0 0.692 3.96 1.00 8.09
55.1 0.658 3.55 0.77 12.7

9.9 mol % cholesterol (x - 0.099)
34.4 0.869 8.27 1.52 1.32 50
45.0 0.813 6.11 1.55 2.73
55.6 0.764 5.01 1.29 4.49

21.5 mol % cholesterol (x - 0.215)
34.4 0.917 12.4 1.72 0.89 100
45.0 0.882 8.87 1.74 1.57
55.3 0.845 6.90 1.56 2.43

35.4 mol % cholesterol (x - 0.354)
34.4 0.938 16.6 1.15 0.70 100
45.0 0.914 11.9 2.84 1.00
55.3 0.899 10.3 1.96 1.32

Shin et al. Dynamics of Mixed Model Membranes

IC 10-8CM2S-

24.0
34.4
45.0
55.1

24.0
34.4
45.0
55.1

24.0
34.4
45.0
55.6

24.0
34.4
45.0
55.3

24.0
26.8
28.0
31.4
33.4
34.4
36.3
40.6
45.0
50.0
55.3

24.0
34.5
45.0
55.3
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FIGURE 2 Plots of logDCSL VS. XChW for DMPC/POPC/cholesterol
mixtures at different temperatures; 24 (+), 34.4 (A), 45.0 (A), and
550C (A). The results are compared with DCSL for POPC/cholesterol
mixtures (Shin and Freed, 1989a); 25 (...... ), 35 (- .. -.. ),
and 480C ( -- ).

In DCSL (x 2 0.2, T) vs. T-' is convex downward. From
our extensive study at 32 mol % cholesterol, it is found
that two distinct types of behavior at low and at high
temperature was observed for the lateral diffusion. At low
temperatures (Cz-320C) DCSL is almost constant over the
temperature range we have studied; i.e., the activation
energy of lateral diffusion is close to zero. On the other
hand, at temperatures higher than -320C, the activated
diffusional process is restored with an average activation
energy of - 13 Kcal/mol. It is known that a phase
separation will occur at a high cholesterol concentration
(Shimshick and McConnell, 1972; Kusumi et al., 1986;
Shin and Freed, 1989b). Two such distinct types of
behavior for DCSL(T) is likely associated with the phase
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separation. Our results indicate that it occurs at -320C
and -35 mol % of cholesterol. The same type of trend is
also found for 50 mol % of cholesterol even though it was
not possible to locate the exact temperature at which the
phase separation occurs from our more limited data.
The results for DCSL in DMPC/POPC/cholesterol mix-

tures are compared with those for POPC/cholesterol
mixtures in Fig. 2. In the POPC and cholesterol mixtures
DcSL decreased by factors of four at 10 mol % of choles-
terol and at 250C, whereas it decreases by factors of two
at the same concentration and temperature in the
DMPC/POPC/cholesterol mixtures. At -500C DCSL is
still observed to decrease significantly in POPC/choles-
terol, where it shows a factor of two decrease at 10 mol %,
whereas it shows only a 40% decrease at 50 mol % in the
ternary mixtures compared with those in the binary
DMPC/POPC model membranes. This implies that the
diffusivity of cholesterol is more strongly affected in
POPC/cholesterol mixtures than in the ternary mixtures
by the addition of cholesterol.

Order parameter
A thermodynamic approach to the order parameter S,
whch relates the intensive thermodynamic property SCSL,
with the activity of cholesterol ach01, has been discussed
elsewhere (Shin and Freed, 1989a and b).

In Fig. 4 the order parameter SCSL at 34 mol % is
plotted as a function of temperature. It shows little effect
of temperature on order parameter below -320C indicat-
ing the saturation of ordering. It decreases with tempera-
ture when the temperature is above -320C, which is
consistent with the behavior of the inverse of the lateral
diffusion coefficient.
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FIGURE 4 Plot of SCSL vs. T at x,h1 = 0.354 in DMPC/POPC/
cholesterol mixture. The line is drawn arbitrarily to guide the eye. The
two distinct types of behavior are clearly observed above and below
32°C.
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Rotational diffusion
The trend of decreasing R, vs. cholesterol content is
somewhat similar to that of the lateral diffusion coeffi-
cient as can be seen in Fig. 5 a and b, for the DMPC/
cholesterol mixtures and for the DMPC/POPC/choles-
terol mixtures, respectively. The effect of cholesterol is
prominent at lower cholesterol concentration, except that
it shows an order of magnitude decrease at 30 mol %
compared with its value at 0 mol % and the effect of
cholesterol is not weakened by raising the temperature.

Preference of cholesterol for
various phosphatidylcholines
We have previously been able to relate the activity of
cholesterol in the PC/cholesterol mixtures to SCSL(X)
(Shin and Freed, 1989a and b):

SCSL(XChOI, T) - SCSL(O, T)

= bacw(xct1, T) = bxchjychj(xchj, T), ( 11)
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where achOl(xchol, T) is the activity of cholesterol at the
cholesterol mole fraction, xchol and 'YchOi(xchol, T) is its
associated activity coefficient.
The analysis of SCSL based on Eq. 11 for the DMPC/

cholesterol mixtures and the POPC/cholesterol mixtures
indicated 1 > ycoOc > ychol for all x,,hO (Shin and Freed,
1989b). This suggests that cholesterol has a tendency to
associate in PC/cholesterol mixtures ('ychol < 1). Further-
more, the inequality (yDMIc > 'Y '') implies that choles-
terol tends to associate more in the POPC membrane than
in the DMPC membrane. In other words, acyl chain
unsaturation tends to lead to cholesterol expulsion from
the vicinity of phospholipid molecules. Consequently, it
leads to stronger self association of cholesterol in the
POPC/cholesterol mixtures (Shin and Freed, 1989b).

Another approach which does not necessarily require
Eq. 11, but is consistent with it is to just examine the
"excess") order parameter which may be, for the ternary
mixtures containing an equimolar mixture of DMPC and
POPC as a solvent, defined by

AS,,x(,T) -S( X, T)DMPC/POPC
S(X,T)DMPC + S(X,T)popC (12)

2

where S(x, T)j is the order parameter of CSL in the
solvent j. One would expect that AS.,(x, T) vanishes if
cholesterol has an equal preference for DMPC and
POPC. Fig. 6 shows that AS(x,T) for DMPC/POPC/
cholesterol mixtures is positive for all T and x. This would
suggest that DMPC is the more favorable solvent for
cholesterol than is POPC. [Note S(X,T)DMPC >

S(x, T)popc for all x.] Thus, we may again conclude that
cholesterol prefers DMPC in DMPC/POPC/cholesterol
ternary mixtures.
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FIGURE 6 Plots of AS,, vs. x at different temperatures: 35 (o), 45 (A),
and 55°C (0).
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FIGURE 5 (a) Plots of the variation of logR, of CSL with xch., at
different temperatures for DMPC/cholesterol mixtures: 34.4 (0), 45.0
(A), and 550C (-). (b) Similar plots for DMPC/POPC/cholesterol
mixtures: 24 (0), 34.4 (A), 45.0 (+), and 550C (U).
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Universal correlations
Correlation between D and S
In our previous work on binary model membrane solu-
tions of POPC/cholesterol we were able to relate the
lateral diffusion coefficient to the ordering (Shin and
Freed, 1989a). It was found that the activation energy for
lateral diffusion was a function of S2, corresponding to an
enhanced activation energy barrier as the ordering of the
membrane is increased by addition of cholesterol. For the
DMPC/POPC/cholesterol mixtures we again find that
the empirical relation

D(S,T) = DO(T ) exp { - [a(T)S2/1?TJI (13)

fits our experimental results with a(T) = -4363]? +
1.55 x 106j?/T, as is shown in Fig. 7, a-c (for POPC/
cholesterol mixtures a(T) = -3364R + 1.3 x 106j?/T
[Shin and Freed, 1989a]). Previously DO(T) for POPC/
cholesterol mixtures was found to be temperature depen-
dent and it was expressed as DO(T) = DO exp (-:/S?T).
But we find that DO(T) is temperature independent for
the present ternary solutions within experimental scatter
and it has the value DO = 1.16 x 10-7 cm2s-'. Note that
in Eq. 13 the only dependence of D on x is through its
dependence on S(x, T).

Correlation between R1 and S

We suggested previously an empirical formula which
showed an (1 _ S)2 dependence of R1 for the highly
ordered CSL spin probe in POPC/cholesterol mixtures.
However, this relation was not found to be appropriate for
DMPC/POPC/cholesterol mixtures and DMPC/choles-
terol mixtures. Instead, we have found an empirical
relation which is appropriate for all three PC/cholesterol
mixtures that we have studied. It is

R, = R° exp (-AS2/l?T),

Temperature dependence of DC in
two-phase region
The negligible temperature dependence of DCSL on the
right side of the phase boundary of DMPC/POPC/
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where A is a constant for a given type of mixture. Eq. 14
implies that the activation energy of the rotational motion
also depends on S2 as is the case for translational motion.
An interesting feature of Eq. 14 is that the constant A is
independent of temperature, whereas in Eq. 13 a shows a

rather considerable temperature dependence. RO is also
temperature independent. The fits according to Eq. 14 are

shown in Fig. 8, a-c, for the three mixtures. The best
fitting A (in units of kilocalories per mole) and RO (in
units of seconds-') are, respectively: 3.94 and 1.78 x 10O
for DMPC/cholesterol mixtures, 2.86 and 7.26 x 107 for
the POPC/cholesterol mixtures, and 3.27 and 9.79 x 107
for the ternary mixtures (errors in A and RO are both
<1% ). This, of course, suggests that the activation energy
barrier for the rotational motion of a CSL molecule in the
DMPC/cholesterol mixtures is slightly higher than in the
POPC/cholesterol mixtures.
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FIGURE 7 (a) Semilog plots of DcSL VS. S2SL at different temperatures
for DMPC/POPC/cholesterol mixtures: 24 (*), 34.4 (U), 45.0 (-), and
550C (A). (b) Plot of RT[ln D(x, T) - In D°]/a vs. S2(T) at different
temperatures: 24 (0), 34.4 (*), 45.0 (U), and 550C (-). (c) Plot of
a(T)/JT vs. T-' associated with b.
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cholesterol mixtures is somewhat peculiar. Suppose this is
a two-phase region as has been suggested by the thermo-
dynamic analysis of the order parameter, and the phase
separation is due to a first order phase transition. This is
implied by the larger hyperfine splitting of the ESR
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FIGURE 8 (a) Plots of In R, vs. S2(T)/T at different x,,w for DMPC/
cholesterol mixtures: 0.0 (A), 0.52 ( *), 0.99 (0), 0.215 (A), and 0.354
(+). (b) Similar plots for POPC/cholesterol mixtures: 0.0 (A), 0.04
(+), 0.10 (x), 0.2 (0), and 0.3 (*). (c) Similar plots for DMPC/
POPC/cholesterol mixtures: 0.0 (U), 0.52 (-), 0.99 (*), 0.215 (A), and
0.354 (0).

spectrum associated with the separated phase (phase 2),
which is presumably cholesterol rich and somewhat disor-
dered (Freed and Shin, 1989b). Let the total number of
moles in phase 1 (which should be the same phase as that
to the left of the phase boundary) be N, which is
composed of m, moles of lipid and n, moles of cholesterol.
And let N2 in phase 2 be composed of m2 moles of lipid
and n2 moles of cholesterol. Then the mole fraction of
cholesterol xl in phase 1 would be n1/N1. Likewise, x2 in
phase 2 would be n2/N2. The chemical potential of
cholesterol in phase 1 is given by:

A1(x,T) = ,u° (T) + !RTlnTyI x,,

and in phase 2,

12(x,T) == u1 (T) + SRT Iny2x2.

At equilibrium, 1A, should be equal to /12. From this, we
obtain an equilibrium condition:

JA0 -JA0 AO 1n TLX
5RT In Xj'BT JRT 'Y2X2

or

y2N, ( g
n =2 yIN2Pe T

Then, if we assume that as a result of the long period of
measurement (-1 h), the apparent diffusion coefficient
DCSL measured in this region may be approximated by:

DCSL = ' DI + 2 D2n, + n2 n, + n2

where Di is the diffusion coefficient of cholesterol in the
phase i. We have already assumed that phase 2 is
composed of cholesterol-rich clusters. Then the diffusion
of cholesterol in these clusters would be much slower than
that in phase 1 (D2 < DI). Therefore, DCSL is approxi-
mated by

n i+ \rh2 I UnCS= n2 ni + n2 'YN2 ex( T

The first order nature of the phase separation tells us that
the two phases may have different Henry's law standard
states (A,u° 0). If we incorporate the T and S depen-
dence of DI (cf. Eq. 13) into Eq. 18, we obtain;

D~L D0
2 y2N I Ao a(T)S2\DCSL=DO 2 2 exp( ( ) (19)

n + n2 Y1N2~ !RT

Eq. 19 implies that the observed peculiar temperature
dependence in the two-phase region might reflect the fact
that Ago - a(T)S2, (and that the preexponential factor
in Eq. 19 is weakly temperature dependent). This is
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consistent with mean field models for thermotropic liquid
crystals which yield an 52 dependence of ,u° (de Gennes,
1974).

DISCUSSION

The results of the thermodynamic approach to the SCSL
suggested that cholesterol interacts preferentially with
DMPC molecules rather than with the POPC molecules,
which is consistent with the stronger self association of
cholesterol in unsaturated POPC/cholesterol mixtures
(Shin and Freed, 1989b). This suggests that cholesterol
prefers DMPC to POPC (even though it tends to aggre-
gate in either solvent) resulting in weaker association of
cholesterol in DMPC/cholesterol mixtures. This could be
because the interaction of cholesterol with DMPC is more
favorable than with POPC, or because the unsaturated
flexible POPC acyl chain does not favor rigid rodlike
cholesterol molecules due to the steric hinderance. Cho-
lesterol-cholesterol interactions are, of course, favored
more than the other interactions, thereby maintaining the
tendency of association of cholesterol molecules in all PC
model membranes. But we conclude that cholesterol is
expelled more strongly from the vicinity of an unsaturated
PC than from a saturated PC.
The interpretations of the thermodynamic approach

(Shin and Freed, 1989b) help to understand our results of
lateral diffusion coefficient in ternary model membranes
which show weaker dependence on cholesterol mole frac-
tion than in POPC/cholesterol binary solutions. Because
cholesterol associates less strongly, the increase of
ordering in cholesterol-rich domains would not be as
significant; the molecular packing in cholesterol-rich
clusters would be somewhat looser, thereby letting the
molecules have a better chance to diffuse. Consequently,
lateral diffusion would decrease less by the addition of
cholesterol in DMPC/POPC/cholesterol, compared with
those in POPC/cholesterol mixtures.

Because cholesterol has a tendency to associate more in
unsaturated PC model membranes, the PC molecules,
which are farther from the cholesterol-rich clusters,
would be less frequently encountered by cholesterol.
Therefore, the dynamics ofPC molecules is expected to be
closer to that in pure unsaturated model membranes, in
contrast to the strong effect of cholesterol on the
dynamics of cholesterol analogue CSL. This is consistent
with the observation that the effect of cholesterol is
moderate on the lateral diffusion, the rotational diffusion,
and the ESR line shape of PC analogue molecular probes
from a variety of studies of unsaturated PC/cholesterol
mixtures (Lindblom et al., 1981; Kusumi et al., 1986;
Merkle et al., 1987).

Unlike the case of unsaturated PC/cholesterol mix-

tures, cholesterol is more loosely aggregated in saturated
PC/cholesterol binary model membranes. Consequently,
the PC molecules will more frequently encounter choles-
terol, i.e., they will exhibit a higher probability to be
closer to cholesterol molecules. Thus, the dynamic proper-
ties of PC molecules would be influenced more substan-
tially by cholesterol, provided, for example, cholesterol
has a tendency to immobilize nearby molecules. At the
same time the dynamics of cholesterol molecules would
also be appreciably affected by the association of choles-
terol, even though it would be milder than in unsaturated
PC model membranes.

Although it has been shown that there is a substantial
effect of acyl chain unsaturation on the dynamical prop-
erties of the PC/cholesterol mixed model membranes, we
find underlying universal correlations between D and S,
and between R and S. This shows an S2 dependence of
the activation energy of the lateral diffusion as well as of
the rotational diffusion. Such correlations give an impor-
tant insight into the properties of PC/cholesterol mix-
tures, viz. that the effect of cholesterol on the dynamical
properties of the PC model membranes is mainly due to
the structural change in the model membranes induced by
cholesterol which is directly reflected in the change of the
thermodynamic property, the order parameter. Further-
more, if we recognize that our imaging measurement of D
is a macroscopic one (Ax - 100 ,um and t 1 h), whereas
those ofS and R are microscopic ones (i.e., Ax - molecu-
lar dimensions and t 'TR - 10-200 ns), such correlations
imply temporal and spatial uniformity characteristic of a

single simple solution.
Freeze fracture experiments (Verkleij et al., 1974) and

DSC studies (Van Dijck et al., 1976) showed that choles-
terol prefers being in the liquid crystalline domain which
would be mainly composed of the lower melting phospho-
lipid (e.g., POPC) rather than in the gel phase domain
which would be mainly composed of the higher melting
phospholipid (e.g., DMPC) in ternary model membranes.
Such observations are consistent with the phase diagram
(Shin and Freed, 1989b) which shows that the phase
boundaries for POPC/cholesterol mixtures and for
DMPC/cholesterol mixtures cross each other at -350C
so that the former sustains more cholesterol at lower
temperatures.
We have shown that in ternary mixtures cholesterol

showed less deviation from ideality than in either of the
two binary mixtures (Shin and Freed, 1989b). This has
been interpreted as the result of the entropy of mixing.
For rotational motion, such a mixing effect seems not to
be significant (the coefficient A in Eq. 14 for ternary
mixtures is about an average of those of the two binary
mixtures).
We wish to consider the S dependence of D and R,as

expressed respectively in Eqs. 13 and 14. We have shown
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that the ordering would increase either by adding choles-
terol, or by lowering temperature. We can regard
a(T)S2 + for lateral diffusion and AS2 for rotational
diffusion as the activation energy. This suggests that the
activation barriers for the translational diffusion and
rotational diffusion are both enhanced as membrane
ordering is increased by the addition of cholesterol, or by
lowering temperature (Shin and Freed, 1989a). The S2
dependence of the activation energy for both translational
and rotational diffusion is a prediction of a free volume
model, which was originally derived by Diogo and Mar-
tins (1982) to explain the dependence of the twist viscos-
ity on the ordering in thermotropic nematic liquid crys-
tals. We review the relevant free volume diffusion model
in the Appendix. For R1 a linear term in S also appears in
the activation energy as well as the 52 term. This results
from the (nematic) orientational potential which must be
overcome to complete reorientation of the molecular long
axis. However, empirically we find that the S2 depen-
dence is more important: the fits with an S-dependent
activation energy alone are significantly poorer.

CONCLUSIONS

(a) The method of dynamic imaging by ESR for
measuring the lateral diffusion coefficient of a spin probe
in model membranes has been improved for studying spin
probe concentration profiles.

(b) The decrease of DCSL by the presence of cholesterol
is consistent with the association of cholesterol in DMPC/
POPC/cholesterol ternary mixtures as well as in POPC/
cholesterol binary mixtures.

(c) The weaker effect of cholesterol on reducing DCSL
in DMPC/POPC/cholesterol mixtures than in POPC/
cholesterol mixtures suggests a stronger expulsion of
cholesterol from the vicinity of the POPC molecules than
from that of the DMPC molecules. This is also consistent
with the results of a thermodynamic approach to SCSL,
which showed that cholesterol associates more in POPC
model membranes than it does in DMPC model mem-
branes.

(d) We have found universal empirical relations for
DcSL and R, vs. SCSL, which show an SCSL dependence of
the activation energy for both lateral diffusion and rota-
tional diffusion, that are consistent with a free volume
model and also with simple uniform solution behavior.

(e) The correlations, along with the thermodynamics
of the phosphatidyline-cholesterol mixtures (Shin and
Freed, 1989b), provide a comprehensive interpretation of
the effect of cholesterol on model membranes in the liquid
crystalline state.

(f) All in all, we have verified that the dynamic

structure is consistent with the overall thermodynamic
properties in PC/cholesterol mixtures.

APPENDIX

Free volume diffusion model:
application to
phospholipid/cholesterol mixed
model membranes
It has been shown by Vaz et al. (1985) that plots of In D vs. T` for a
variety of saturated PC model membranes were nonlinear. They also
found lateral diffusion in longer chain length PC model membranes was
faster than in shorter chain length PC model membranes at the same
"reduced temperature," which was the inverse of what would be
expected from a hydrodynamic model. They addressed the necessity of a
different theory of diffusion rather than just a hydrodynamic model. In
this spirit, they utilized a free volume diffusion model to explain their
results. The model proposed in their work was virtually the same as
Cohen and Turnbull's (1959) original theory except that the drag forces
at the membrane-water interfaces were taken into account. We also find
that the viewpoint of free volume diffusion is important in the dynamics
of model membrane mixtures containing cholesterol. In this appendix
we consider the relevant concepts.

First of all, we briefly review the free volume diffusion model of
Cohen and Turnbull. Next, we consider how to incorporate the effects of
ordering in a manner applicable either to translational diffusion or to
rotational diffusion. We obtain the results of Diogo and Martins (1982)
slightly generalized and in a more compact fashion. Finally, we consider
the case of diffusion of cholesterol in phospholipid/cholesterol model
membranes.
The basic assumption of the free volume concept is that each molecule

of a system is confined to a cage by its immediate neighbors. The
molecule is randomly rattling inside its cage until fluctuations in density
open up a hole within the cage large enough to permit a substantial
displacement of the molecule. Thus, diffusion on a large scale occurs not
as a result of an activation in the ordinary sense but rather as a result of
redistribution of the free volume within the liquid.
Cohen and Turnbull assumed that the large scale diffusion coefficient

can be written as

) = tD(v)p(v) dv,
Ue

(20)

where 7(u) (the small-scale diffusion coefficient) is an apparent

contribution to the overall diffusion arising from the diffusion in a cage

with the free volume of v, and p(v) is the probability of occurrence of
this free volume. (Note at this point that 0(v) is not a diffusion
coefficient in the absence of the cage, that is DO). Because the space

available for diffusion is limited, the autocorrelation function of
momentum [translational diffusion] or of angular momentum [rota-
tional diffusion] decays much faster; thus, l)(v) is larger than D°,
YD(v) = g(v)O°0, k(v) > I being a geometric factor). Introducing two
characteristic free volumes, a critical free volume v*, large enough to
permit a substantial displacement, and v', the average free volume per

molecule, they expressed the diffusion coefficient by

(21)

where X is a numerical constant (which need not be the same for
translation or rotation; cf. below). The average free volume is assumed
to arise from the thermal expansion at constant pressure, which can be
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approximately written as:

vf = ev (T - To), (22)

where a and v3 are mean values of the thermal expansion coefficient and
the molecular volume, and To is the temperature at which the volume
per molecule is reduced to the close-packing limit. Let 6v denote the
difference between v* and vf, so bv v*- vf. Substituting Eq. 22 into

Eq. 21 one obtains the result of Cohen and Turnbull (1959):

1) = g(v*)4DO(7)e`vu/[aV(T-To)j
= gDO (7)e-5/(T To)

The ordering of the long molecular axis produces a decrease in the
average free volume at the disposal of a molecule. Therefore, if the
molecule is to gain the critical free volume v*, the cage has to expand
considerably, first by an amount it was reduced by the nematic order
Avo,r and, additionally, by an amount bv, sufficient to reach the size of
v*, which is needed for the displacement. This can be written as v-

vf + 6v (vf + AVor) + 6v, with vf, and vf being average free

volumes per molecule in ordered and isotropic phases, respectively.
To estimate Avo, we proceed as follows. Let k be the isothermal

compressibility of the ordered phase and VO, be the volume per particle
in the ordered phase. Then, by definition,

(23)

where g = k(v*)e-X and #3 = Abv/a-v. Eq. 23 was developed for a simple
liquid of hard spheres and was successfully applied to explain the
fluidity of a large number of glass-forming substances.

Diogo and Martins (1982) have applied a similar approach to explain
the temperature dependence of viscosities of thermotropic nematic
liquid crystals. Because the nematic viscosities can be associated with
both the translational and rotational diffusivities of the nematogen
molecules, Diogo and Martins (1982) had to consider both types of
molecular mobility. We now use the result of Cohen and Turnbull and
estimate the critical free volume v*, and the small-scale diffusion
7JO(T), in a manner somewhat related to that of Diogo and Martins, to
calculate diffusion coefficients for rotational and translational motions
of molecules in liquid crystalline phases.

Let us use diffusion in the isotropic phase of the liquid crystalline
material as the reference. Let us thus define the critical free volume for
the isotropic phase, v* = v,F + bv, where v!3 is an average free volume
per molecule and bv is an increase in the free volume sufficient for the
displacement, and SD°(T) is the small-scale diffusion coefficient in the
isotropic phase. (Here, O denotes either the translational diffusion
coefficient D or the rotational diffusion coefficient R.) Then the
diffusion coefficient is given by Eq. 23 with 2O(T) - DP(T)

(26)

If Ap,,, denotes the associated fluctuation in the pressure leading to
increase of the size of the cage by Av ,,, then assuming that the
temperature remains constant one can write:

(27)
1 A vor

voT Apor

This should produce a change in the free energy per molecule: AG,,
VO,,Ap,,, provided the ordered phase is otherwise at equilibrium. On the
one hand, this change can be written in terms of Eq. 27

AGor=-V,orAP - IVor
k

(28)

On the other hand, because the temperature is constant, the change in
the free energy can be associated with the change of the average energy

of intermolecular anisotropic interactions, which in terms of the Maier-
Saupe mean field approximation can be written as (Martire, 1979):

Vi.( T) gi,, ,V (T)e i/(T-To) (24)

where i,B,, = AX. bv/(aj,v0ji). We note here that the critical free volume
for rotation and for translation should, in general, be different, and this
is also true for the numerical factor A. However, in a liquid of rodlike
particles the large-scale rotational diffusion about the short axis, and the
translational diffusion parallel to this axis are strongly coupled (see, for
example, Doi and Edwards [1986], and Moscicki [1985]); therefore,
critical free volumes for both motions should be of comparable order.
Thus, for convenience in what follows, we shall use a common critical
volume, but let their differences be incorporated into the numerical
factors AR AD-

The most pronounced and important feature of liquid crystalline
phases is the existence of significant orientational order such as of the
long axis of the phospholipid chains. This orientational order is due to
the mean ordering potential experienced by each molecule, which is
usually taken to be that calculated by Maier and Saupe or Marcelja in
the mean field approximation (Martire, 1979):

U() =-p(p, T)bS
2

(25)

where 0 is the angle between the long axis of the molecule and the
direction of the average orientation (the director), S is the (nematic)
order parameter defined as S = f[(3 COS2 0 _ 1)/2] * eU(G)/-Td@, and
p(p, T) is the number density, and b is the interaction constant.
[Because it was developed originally for the nematic phase, the ordering
potential is customarily referred to as the nematic potential, although it
is also relevant to the ordering of liquid crystalline molecules in more

complicated phases such as those of model membranes.]

AG., p(p, T)bS'.
2

Thus, by comparing Eqs. 28 and 29, one obtains

AUV.r = [kp(p, T)b/2] S2.

The critical free volume v*, is then

v* = [kp(p, T)b/2] or2+ yf, + iV,

or, more conveniently for future use,

V * [kp(p, T)b/2] S2 + iv

or U or

(29)

(30)

(31)

(31a)

We note at this point that Diogo and Martins (1982) neglected vo. + av,
i.e., assumed v* S2.

(One may argue whether it is appropriate to assign all the nematic
energy [cf. Eq. 29] to free volume changes. Let us by contrast assume

that not all the nematic energy is disposed of in the course of the free
volume expansion, i.e., let AG,, -ip(p, T)b(S2 SO ), where S. is a

"residual" order parameter left after the initial expansion by Av,,,. Then
from a purely formal point of view, taking into account the residual
order, Eq. 31 becomes v* - [kp(p, T)b/2] * S2 + vor + -

[kp(p, T)b/2] SO - [kp(p, T)b/2] * S2 + Vfr + bb, i.e., it retains its
original form with respect to the S2 dependence. Thus, we can suppress

the question of the residual order without losing generality in the
discussion.)

Small-scale translational or rotational diffusion can be considered to
be an activation process: V°(T) -e-EV/1T, where O) D or R. Because
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the ordering potential essentially influences only the rotational
dynamics of the long molecular axis, cases of translational diffusion and
of rotational diffusion about the long axis (characterized by RI) are

insensitive to the presence of the potential. Therefore, both diffusion
processes can be written as Arrhenius-like activation processes with
activation energies close to that for the isotropic phase; 7J0 =D'(T)
=D? (T) D. exp (-ElD/S? T). However, for rotational diffusion of
the long axis (characterized by R1), a molecule has to pass over an

additional barrier resulting from the ordering potential. In the Maier-
Saupe mean field approximately the height (the strength) of the
nematic potential is E p(p, T)bS (cf. Eq. 25), so the net barrier
should be

ER,= ER + p(p, T)b * S, (32)

and the dependence of Dt(T) R1(T) upon temperature should be
D0(T) R exp [ - (E + p(p, T)b * S)/I T].

Substituting the appropriate expressions for £D°(T), v * (cf. Eq. 31 a),
and v., aor- ,(T - To) into Eq. 21, and rearranging as in Eq. 23, one

obtains for translational diffusion and for rotational diffusion about the
long axis,

O(T,S) - g- exp (- Evexp( T-rlo )T To

D) -D or R,, (33)

and for rotational diffusion about the short axis,

R1(T,S)-=g -exp - ER+S) exp T-T
O

(34)

sion about the long axis can be then written as:

1O(T, SCh) = g' exp - S)exp

_or + tOchSch + (1- IpSpSch
T - To (38)

where is either D or Rl.
Because the average height of the ordering potential experienced by

the cholesterol molecule is now (cf. Eq. 32):

E = pO[tbchSch + ( -t)b,pSp], (39)

the diffusion coefficient for the reorientation of the long axis becomes:

R (T, Sch) gR, exp

[Eo,+ !RTch+(I 0pSpc
exp[-

where e, po(p, T)b,, X *bv/(a0)ch and 0, X k,po(p, T)bi/
(2(ai)ch), and i "ch" or "lp". Note at this point that similar
expressions for diffusion coefficients of phospholipid molecules in model
membranes can be derived in the same fashion.

Let us now consider Eqs. 38 and 40 in the limits which are appropriate
for our experimental conditions. The first relevant limit is that of the
pure phospholipid membrane, with the CSL spin label as a marker. This
corresponds to t - 0, in which case Eqs. 38 and 40 become,
respectively,

where E - p(p, T)b, 8o- A * 6v/(aO,vkr) and 0 - A * kp(p, T)b/
2a.75r).

Eqs. 33 and 34 are developed for a single component system. To apply
these results to phospholipid/cholesterol mixtures we will now extend
the free volume approach on the phospholipid/cholesterol binary mix-
ture. Let subscripts "lp" and "ch" refer to properties characteristic of
the phospholipid and cholesterol entity, respectively. According to the
discussion of mixtures by Cotter (1977), the mean ordering potential
experienced by a cholesterol molecule (probe) can be written as:

Uch(O) - -po[tbchSch + (1 - t)bpS1] 3 os (35)

where t is the average number fraction of cholesterol molecules in the
neighborhood of the CSL probe.
As a result, Eqs. 31-34 have to be modified. The change in the free

energy becomes (cf. Eq. 31):

AG - -'/2P[ bchSS2 + (1 - t)blPSlPSCh] (36)

where Sch iS the average order parameter of cholesterol in solution. The
change in the free volume due to the presence of the ordering potential is
(cf. Eq. 30):

AVom _t=chS%S + (1 + t)OlpSlpSch + or + A (37)

where wi - kpob,1/2 and i- "ch" or "lp". If vf is the average free volume
per ith molecule, then vf can be written as vf- tvch + (1 - t)v f

(aci)ch(T - TO), with (aci)ch - taChUcb + (1 - t)aIp)Uhp and T.
[taChi3chTo.. + (1 -t)alpIpTojip/(v)ch i.e., the average free volume

per cholesterol molecule can be also expressed in the form of Eq. 22.
Diffusion coefficients for translational diffusion and rotational diffu-

2)(T,Sch) =gXexp (-s) exP-T -PIpch) (41)

and

RL(T, SCh) exp (ER
fRT

exp (
lT 7OlpSlpSch) (42)

where elp po(p, T)b,p, O1p A,p *kipep/(2ajpU3p), and lip pAiv/
(a1pU ip). Tip corresponds to the temperature at which the average free
volume per cholesterol molecule in the phospholipid environment is
reduced to its close-packing limit. In this limit the cholesterol probe
should show the orientational order similar to that of the phospholipid
environment, although slightly enhanced by the rigidity and elongation
of the probe, i.e., Sch > SIp.

However, when the concentration of cholesterol is significant, choles-
terol molecules experience mostly the cholesterol environment (t- 1)
according to our results. (Note that 'yw <« 1.) Thus, diffusion coeffi-
cients are given by (the second limit):

Z)(T, SCh) = h exp (- T exp - T Tch'

and

RI(T,Sch) =gch exp ERSTh)

exp ch + Och ch)

(43)

(44)
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where ech = PO(P OT)bCh, eCh Z kh *kChhh/(2aChiCh), and bch - h6V/
(acchich). TCh is the temperature at which the average free volume per
cholesterol molecule in the cholesterol environment is reduced to its
close-packing limit.
We have observed a saturation of SCSL around xch, - 0.1 for

phosphatidycholine/cholesterol mixtures. This suggests that the cluster-
ing of cholesterol is appreciable when xch., is as low as 0.1. This implies
that t approaches 1 at such low mole fraction. Moreover, comparing
Eqs. 38 and 40 with our experimental results (cf. Eqs. 13 and 14, and
figs. 7 and 8), we concluded that Och > e.p. This is in qualitative
agreement with the fact that, considering the elongation and structural
rigidity of the cholesterol molecule, one would expect kch (which is the
intermolecular interaction factor between cholesterol molecules) to be
significantly larger than X,p (interaction factor between the cholesterol
probe and the phospholipid neighborhood). We note also that because
the experimental data can be fitted with Eqs. 13 and 14, which contain
solely the S2 term, Och and fip must be small also. Furthermore, our
results (cf. Eqs. 13 and 14) suggest that TCh < T (cf. Eqs. 43 and 44).
(That is, we can expand the denominator of the exponent in Eqs. 43 and
44 such that I /(T - TCh) 1/ T(1 + Tch/ T) with TCh << T, so that within
experimental error I/(T - Tch) is well approximated by I/T.)

Consequently, the S'h term in Eqs. 38 and 40 becomes dominant even
at very low cholesterol mole fraction. This results in the data being fitted
with Eqs. 13 and 14 with the same parameters as for xcb, - 0 (cf. Figs. 7
and 8). Finally, our observations are consistent with a OCh for DCSL being
than that for R1CSL. This can be reconciled with the above theory if the
kh values differ accordingly for the two types of motion, the possibility
of which was noted above. Then it follows from Eq. 21 that there is a
more crucial dependence on the free volume for the rational diffusion.
The different temperature dependences of the S2h terms in Eqs. 13 and
14 (i.e., a[T] and A, respectively) remains to be explained.
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